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ABSTRACT

The quantum description of a one-dimensional relativistic 

particle can be formulated in terms of a Feynman two-state analysis. 

The formalism presents the main physical features of the relativistic 

particle in a concise, simple form. A Hamiltonian is developed in 

analogy with the ammonia molecule in an electric field. Using this 

Hamiltonian the conditions under which a particle loses its positive 

definite energy quality can be determined. Zitterbewegung, the 

Klein paradox, and the symmetry between particles of negative energy 

and positive energy anti-particles can be developed as a consequence 

of this condition. A second order propagation equation for the 

state vector is formulated which may be interpreted in two ways: 

(1) the state space is flat and the state vectors satisfy a Feynman 

Gell-Mann propagation equation; (2) the state vectors satisfy a 

Klein Gordon equation, but the state space is structured or curved. 

The structure of the manifold, given by a Weyl geometry, is due 

to the presence of an electromagnetic field.
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1. DjTRCDUCTION

The mathenatical formalism associated with a relativistic 

particle in one dimension suggests that a two-state analysis may 

be used to describe such a physical system. Accordingly, the two- 

state techniques utilised by Feynman^ to describe with great clarity 

the quantum concepts of the ammonia molecule, and the spinning 

electron in a magnetic field, are herein applied to the problem 

of the relativistic particle in motion. The technique gives rise 

to a representation for the Hamiltonian of the relativistic parti

cle which may be interpreted by comparison to the more familiar 

two-state systems. Using this Hamiltonian, many of the basic 

physical features of the relativistic particle may be developed 

in a natural vzay with only a minimum of mathematical formalism. 

First, the conditions under which a particle loses its positive 

definite energy quality are deterrained by adiabatic perturbation 

theory. These conditions are then used to provide a way of concep

tually constructing physical systems whose general state is of 

definite or indefinite energy quality: those systems initially 

possessing a positive definite energy quality and whose interac

tions are such as to be tzithin the demands of the adiabatic condi

tion, maintain their positive definite energy nature; those systems

R. P. Feynman, Lectures on Physics, Volume III, (Addison- 
Wesley Publishing Co., Reading, 1965)pp. 8.11-9.9. 
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whose interactions are such as to violate the adiabatic condition 

lose their definite energy nature, and an appreciable negative energy 

state component develops.

The free or weakly interacting particle, a system for which 

the adiabatic condition is fulfilled, is investigated, and the 

notion of describing the components of the state vector as "large" 

and "small" is developed. This "large and small" characteristic is 

then used to account for the disappearance of a degree of freedom 

in the state vector as the non-relativistic limit is considered.

Systems for which the adiabatic condition is violated, and 

which are characterized by a non-negligable probability of being 

in a negative energy state, are next examined. Sudden perturbation 

theory is used to formulate a description of such systems. Exam

ination of the probability current of a particle undergoing such 

interaction leads to a model of Zitterbewegung in terms of transi

tions from the positive energy state to the negative energy state. 

This model for Zitterbewegung is then related to its geometric
o 

manifestation as a "deviation from the classical trajectory" 

and the frequency of jitter is determined.

Also an investigation of the Klein paradox provides a direct 

insight into the physical consequences of the violation of the adia

batic condition, and the subsequent transitions to the negative

2
Albert Messiah, Quantum Mechanics, Volume II, (North- 

Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam, 1962), p. 951.
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energy states. These consequences are shown to manifest them

selves in the problem of tho localization of a particle.

A method for identifying negative energy particles and posi

tive energy "anti-particles" is also developed. By seeking a 

positive energy state which can be put into one-to-one correspond

ence with the negative energy eigenstates, the "charge conjugate" 

or "anti-particle" state is developed. The analysis is then 

reforaiulated in terras of the particle/anti-particle states to 

show how the degree of freedom originally associated with the 

energy, now manifests itself as a degree of freedom in charge.

From the representation for the relativistic Hamiltonian derived 

above, a set of field equations can be formulated. The field equa

tions may be interpreted in two ways. If the commutator of dif

ferential operators in the equations is assumed to be zero, the 

state vectors are solutions of a Feynman Gell-Mann propagation 

equation. However, an alternative interpretation is available in 

which the state vectors are required to satisfy a Klein Gordon 

equation. In this case, the commutator of differential operators 

is non-zero, and determines a constraint relationship. This 

constraint is interpreted from a differential geometiy point of 

view as defining a cuivature of a two-dimensional state manifold. 

The components of the curvature tensor, and thereby the structure 

of the state manifold, is found to be proportional to the strength 

of the applied electromagnetic field. The contracted curvature 
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tensor for the two-state manifold is anti-symmetric, indicating 

that the geometry of the manifold is not the usual Riemannian 

variety encountered in gravitational theory. Rather, the space 

fits the form suggested by VJeyl for describing in a differential 

geometry format, the motion of a charged particle in an electro

magnetic field.

Finally, the two-state analysis can be related to the four

dimensional Dirac theory by means of a projection operator. This 

is interpreted physically as corresponding to a projection along 

a line of fixed spin—the two-state theory is a theory in which 

spin is a constant of the motion. This interpretation is emphasized 

by the fact that for those interactions amenable to treatment by 

the two-state formalism, there is no spin flip.

The idea that one can go from studying the ammonia molecule 

directly to an introductory theory of the relativistic particle 

is of value from a pedantical viewpoint. The limitations of the 

two-state theory illustrate the necessity for a more complete 

theory of larger dimension, and give some insight into why the 

more complete theory is developed the way it is ( with charge con

jugation, operators for internal degrees of freedom, Foldy-Wouthuysen 

representations, etc.). Also, one is introduced to the fertile 

idea of describing the spin-field interactions in terms of a 

curvature of state space. Such an approach could provide the 
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mathematical formalism necessary for describing, in a unified way, 

particles possessing various degrees of spin.

In Section 2 the two-state foirnalism is reviewed, the isomor

phism to the relativistic particle in motion is made, and the 

physical features associated with the particle in motion are 

investigated. In Section 3 the structure of the state manifold 

is developed. In Section h- the correspondence to the Dirac theory 

is made, and possible relationsliips to other particle theories 

are suggested.
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2-a. TJO-STATE ANALYSIS

Consider a physical system which admits a description in 

terms of a two-dimensional vector space. By such a statement it 

is meant that an arbitrary state of the system, , can be 

adequately described by a linear combination of two time inde

pendent base states, 1and |2^ :

|¥(t)) -- |l>c,(t)+|2)c2to . (23

Furthermore, assume.that the time development of the arbitrary 

state is governed by the Schrocdinger equation:

t IHIv(t)>. (2.2)

The time development of the physical" system can be completely 

described, v.dthout explicit knowledge of the base states, if 

the matrix elements, H;j , of the Hamiltonian of the system to.th 

respect to those base states are knovm. It is emphasized here 

that the physical interpretation of the time development of the 

quantum system is with respect to the chosen set of base states. 

This notion is of primary importance and vrill form the central' 

part of the arguments which follow. In such a case, the basic 

equation (2.2) can be expressed in terms of the probability ampli

tudes, and •

it 4- - PH. Hal/CjfJX
‘n ft Vito) " [Hz, Ha] (qto) . (2.3)
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The eigenvalues of IH are easily evaluated from the formula

Ej , ± CM,,* Hm)* (2.4)

The eigenvectors of ||-| , or the states of definite energy, can 

be expressed in terms of the original base states, | and | 2^ :

|Yx(t)> - + [2)3, e-Vt* 5 <2.5)

+ |2)a3e'^V = (2.6)

where

arZ = _hk. = E-Hlk (2,7)
E-H), 1

and 3-! is determined by the requirement of normalization.

As a first example of the two-state technique, and in order 

to set the stage for the relativistic analysis, consider the
3 

treatment of the ammonia molecule, as given by Feynman. The 

structure of the molecule is simplified to that of a tetra

hedron with the nitrogen atom on either side of the plane defined 

by the three hydrogen atoms. The base states are chosen to be 

the geometrical arrangements 1and |2^ , corresponding to 

the nitrogen atom ’’up", or on top of the plane of hydrogen atoms, 

and to the nitrogen atom "down", or below the hydrogen atom

3
R. P. Feynman, Loe. Cit. 
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plane, respectively. The general state of the system may then 

be represented in terms of and 12?) by the linear combination

(2.1). The time evolution of the state of the system is. gov

erned by the basic equation (2.3), where the matrix elements of 

the Hamiltonian are with respect to the nitrogen ’’up” and the 

nitrogen "down" base states.

The explicit form for the Hamiltonian matrix may be gained 

from physical argument. A first suggestion is that the two states 

are degenerate with common energy . If the Hamiltonian 

matrix with respect to the base states and were diagonal, 

then equation (2.2) would imply that if the NH3 molecule were in 

a definite state, or |2^ , initially, it would remain there 

for ever. Observation indicates, however, that the NH3 molecule 

does not remain in a pure "up" or "down" state. This suggests 

off-diagonal or "mixing terms" in the Hamiltonian matrix with 

respect to and ,2^ • These off-diagonal terms represent 

an inherent property of the molecule and would exist in the 

absence of any external forces on the NH5 molecule system. The 

Hamiltonian with respect to the base states and |2^ would 

then be

Hv = [a l] . (2-8)
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(2.8) can be expressed in

■terms

v'ith respect to these eigenstates

, the Hamiltonian matrix has the diagonal form

(2.9)'IJ

and are thewhere

energy eigenvalues

of the an external

chosen perpendicular to

atoms for convenience one assigns a

new Hamiltonian matrix, with respect

set, becomes

(2.10)

nite energy in. the absence of the field, the Hamiltonian would be 

. -fl

(2.5)

|n>

of the tetrahedron, then tri-th respect to the base states, |1/ ai 

1, it may be argued that the effect of the dipole moment

interaction with the electric field will be to further split the

Hith respect to the base states and , the states of defi

NE-j molecule in

-R

e;*R

by equations

|l) and

the plane of hydrogen

dipole moment to the molecule, directed along the altitude 

'= * A

Next, consider the system

;tatic electric field of magnitude C*

The eigenstates of the Hamiltonian
i of the "up-down" base states, and |2>

energy levels of the unperturbed Hamiltonian. Specifically, the 

to the 11) . 12) basis 
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represented by the matrix

Hn= [E;*c e"a] (2J,)

The energy eigenvalues for the Hamiltonian of the NH3 molecule- 

in-the-field system can be obtained from (2,^) and are

Ex * E0+(fia^.V£3),4

fe|2) 

Es=

A plot of the energy eigenvalues of the NH-j system as a function 

of the electric field dipole interaction energy, , is given 

in Figure I.

The two-state technique as applied above to the NH^ molecule 

also characterizes the problem of a spin one-half particle in a 

magnetic field. The correspondence between the two systems is 

established by describing the base states of the system and by 

writing the matrix elements for the Hamiltonian,

For the spin one-half particle, two base states are defined 

from the angular momentum projection along a chosen Z-axis. In 

such a case is chosen to correspond to the state of a parti

cle whose Z-component of spin is , and j2^ is chosen to 

correspond to the state of a particle whose Z-component of spin 
Ts —

The interaction of the particle with the magnetic field is 

accounted for by assigning to the particle a magnetic moment as



FIGURE I. Two-Stato Energy Eigenspectrum for the NHy 
Molecule as a Function of the Dipole-Field Interaction Energy
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a consequence of its intrinsic spin property. The interaction is 

then given by the classical expression

e =* . C2-I3)

For the case of B along the chosen Z-axis, in analogy to 

the classic dipole, the B field is assumed to cause no "flipping" 

from state |1^ to 12) , or vice-versa, so that 11^ and |2^ are 

stationary states, or states of definite energy. The Hamiltonian 

with respect to |O and |2) vri.ll then be diagonal and of the form

h-j = k 4]. (2m)

For the case of y arbitrarily directed, with components in 

all three directions of the chosen reference frame XYZ, the above 

development permits one to assume that the base states of definite 

energy, and . refer to the measurement of the component 

of spin along a Z’-axis, This Z'-axis is chosen to be the axis of 

the B field. Then with respect to the states 1and , 

the Hamiltonian for this system is as above

Hw=[^ -A], <2-15)

If . By B^ , are the components of the B field

with respect to the laboratory frame XYZ, then the eigen energies are
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1 \ / (2I6)

Em =
For the arbitrarily oriented magnetic field a linear representation

for the Hamiltonian operator is

Nij = J, (2J7j
iS

The phase factor 6 is arbitrary and following convention, is 

set equal to —1
In spherical coordinates (2,18) may be written as

LJ.. - >uB<O50 (2 18)ri|j -^uBsinse^ -/xBcose J , k
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2-b. C0MN3CTI0N TO THE PSLATIVISTIC PARTICLE

The connection between the one-dinensional relativistic 

particle and the two-state technique is most easily made at this 

point by considering the Einstein expression for the energy of the 

one-dimensional relativistic particle of mass and charge 

in an e?rternal field, which is

If the particle momentum is assumed to be an independent variable, 

a plot of the total energy E versus (tt- e A)c exhibits th© 

same bi-valued behavior as does the energy level plot of the NH-j 

two-state system. (Compare Figure I and II.) Thus if one makes 

the correspondence to the molecule in the static S field, 

as .shown in Table I, the rest mass term, meC*", can be associated 

with the "internal" transition amplitude of the NH-j molecule, and 

the particle momentum term, (7T-efl)c » can be associated tzith the 

external interaction energy, />( £ . The correspondence leads to 

the follox-ring representation for the Hamiltonian for the relativis. 

tic particle in motion, with respect to the base states 

and :

(ir-efllc

(2.19)

(2.20)



FIGURE II. The Energy Eigcnspectrum for the One-Dimensional 
Relativistic Particle as a Function of the Particle Momentum
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The base states 11/ and 111? are, respectively, the positive and 

negative definite energy eigenstates when the particle is at rest 

with respect to the observer. It will be this representation for 

the Hamiltonian of the relativistic particle which will be used 

herein for further study.



TABLE I

Table of Isomorphism between the
Three Systems Treated by the Two-State Technique

NHq in
Static 5 Field

Spin One-Half
Particle in Field

A. Vfith respect to the base states |l>a„d I2>:

Relativistic Particle 
in Electromagnetic Field

Hr
+(rr-efhc me*

. Aic* e^- br-eflk

B. V/ith respect to the base states II') and |1I^

H
_ O

'u" [ o xB_ Hu
e^*mocx (r-eAlc 

(jr-aPi)c

Table of Parametric Isomorphisms

Ee <-------------------------» O <----------------------- »
/*£ «-------------------------------» /iBa /--------------------- » (ir-eAlc

A <----------------------- » yufey-tByje^ 4-------------- > mdC*
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2-c. THE FREE PARTICLE FEATURES

The basic features of the relativistic particle in motion are 

now developed using the Hamiltonian representation (2,20). A key 

point in understanding these features is that they depend on the 

fact that the general state of the system has two degrees of free

dom in energy. The system may possess a "positive definite energy", 

by which is meant the system resides in a state which is a positive 

energy eigenstate of the Hamiltonian, or the state of the system 

may be a linear combination of both positive and negative energy 

eigenstates, in which case it is said to be in a state of "inde

finite energy". Thus to understand the features of the relativis

tic particle, it is first necessary to determine how a particle 

can be known to be in a state of definite energy, and secondly, 

under what conditions does the particle maintain this characteristic.

If the particle is at rest vrith respect to the observer, the 

question of whether the particle possesses a definite or indefinite 

energy is readily answered. For this case, the base states 11^ 

and are the positive and negative energy eigenstates of the 

Hamiltonian. Thus if the general state of the particle at rest 

with respect to the observer can be completely specified in terms 

of either the base state 11^, or the base state 12 > , but not 

a combination" of- both, then the" particle possesses^a defInite 

energy. Further since the states and 12^ are stationary 
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states for the particle at rest, the particle will maintain its 

definite or indefinite energy quality if it is not set into motion.

If the particle is set into motion it may or may not maintain 

its energy quality, depending on the conditions under which it was 

set into motion. The question is now asked, under what conditions 

can a particle, which is initially at rest with respect to the obser

ver and possessing a positive definite energy, be put into motion and 

still maintain its definite energy quality. Adiabatic perturbation 

theory provides the necessary conditions for the maintainence of the 

definite energy.^- The general two-state equation for the time

dependent Hamiltonian is

It is assumed from the development that, since the particle is 

accelerated slowly, at each instant in time, ■(; , the Hamiltonian

IHft) possesses a complete set of energy eigenstates, denoted

I, K= 1,2 . (2.22)

These eigenstates are functions of the momentum of the particle at 

the time "f . They satisfy the eigen-value equation (for )

S ■ z
D. Bohm, Quantum Theory, (Prentice-Hall Inc., New York, 

1951), p. ^96 ff.
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IH(e) (?,e)> = (p,e)-)E„te). (2.23)

A. complete set of stationary states may be built up at each moment 

of time from these "instantaneous" eigenstates

Wet)) = H (Z24)

The general state may be expressed in terms of the instantaneous

stationary states as

IV(ti>=EK(p,t)>e*i'E*,e)a6C«fti . (225)

Thus if the system is initially prepared at t=O , such that

C/o) = 1,0 CJo) =0.0

and if E, . , and are slovzly varying functions

of time, then to the first approximation, C2(t) is (see Appendix A-l)

Cjft) s (2.27)

The probability of transition thus becomes

(2.28)
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If the change in Hit) during a time 'T-— » is small in

comparison to the energy difference between the states, or more

explicitly.

(229)

the probability of a transition to the negative energy state can 

be considered negligible.

For the case of the particle initially at rest.

(Z50)

and the adiabatic condition is

«1
J

ErEi,*
(2.51)

The adiabatic condition is seen to be related to the rate of change 

of momentum. If, during a period of time corresponding to the 

Bohr period associated with the positive and negative energy levels 

for a given value of momentum, the change in momentum is small 

compared to the difference in energy between these energy levels, 

then the particle maintains itself in a positive definite energy 

eigenstate of the Hamiltonian at each instant in time, even though 

these eigenstates are constantly changing in time.
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Thus we can determine in an operational sense if a particle 

possessing an arbitrary momentum is in a state of definite energy. 

If the particle is brought to rest with respect to the observer, 

or conversely, in such a manner so as not to violate the adiabatic 

condition during the transition, the complete specification of the 

state of the particle in terms of either the state |1^ or | ,

but not both, is a sufficient indication that the particle is one 

of definite energy.

An investigation of the order of magnitude of the change in 

momentum required to violate the adiabatic condition indicates that 

ordinary accelerations are quite well within the demands of the 

condition.Particles undergoing ordinary accelerations thus will 

not exhibit those features dependent on the existence of a non- 

negligable negative energy amplitude. One would expect that systems 

satisfying the adiabatic condition could be accurately described 

in terms of a one-component state vector, the second degree of 

freedom being suppressed. A graphic example of the disappearance 

of a degree of freedom-is present in the development of the non- 

relativistic limit of the two-state equations.^

From the above development it has been learned that a particle 

initially at rest with respect to the observer and in a positive

^For example, the free electron initially at rest must experience 
a force of .5 newtons before its energy state becomes indefinite.

/
°Davydov, Quantum Mechanics, (Addison-Wesley Publishing Go., 

Reading, 1965), p. 223 ff.
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definite energy state can be set into motion and still reside in 

a positive definite energy state, provided the adiabatic condition 

is satisfied. Since the particle's state is an eigenstate

of the Hamiltonian, it is governed by the equation

Hl^> = toa

With respect to the observer's states 11^ and it is repre

sented by the follox-ring expanded matrix equations:

|+(P>>= IIXj+IIXj (2.33>

E^(p)Ci = m^Ct + pcCr 
Cj = pc Ci - itu?Ck

Consider the non-relativistic limit of these equations. For 

(2.3^-b) can be approximated as

amoC1 ^*1

So, in the non-relativistic limit

« 1 (2.56)

For this reason Cl 5-s termed the "small component" of the state 

vector. Introducing the equation (2.35) into (2.3^-a), the equation 

governing the evolution of the state is determined:

E(f)Cj = moC^Ci Ci ^37) 
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This is the Schrodinger time independent equation with the usually 

suppresses rest mass factor. Thus for particles whose motions are 

non-relativistic and whose interactions satisfy the adiabatic condi

tion, the two-state equations specialize to the non-relativistic 

Schrodinger equation and a subsidary condition. The second degree 

of freedom dissolves, and the system is for all practical purposes 

specified by a one-component wave function.

Physical systems whose state is a linear combination of posi

tive and negative energy states are now examined. Such a system is 

the free particle of initially positive definite energy which is 

perturbed into motion in such a way as to violate the adiabatic 

condition. Sudden approximation theory should then provide the
7 

means of developing the basic characteristics of this system.'

Consider a particle initially at rest with respect to the 

observer and possessing a positive definite energy, which is given 

a momentum in a "sudden manner" at t=o . The time dependent 

Hamiltonian may then be written as

IHw-IH/ Vw W={£

||—| is the Hamiltonian for a particle at rest with respect

to the observer. Its energy eigenstates are the observer’s base 

states 1and , Since for t < O the particle is in a 

positive definite energy state, it may be represented as

?Bohm, Op. Cit., p. ^08 ff.
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|Yit))= |l) e^E'^ t<0 . (239)

The Hamiltonian for t>0 , |H(t) , has associated with it a

complete set of energy eigenstates, Itfpl) and | ■* (p) , for

p a constant momentum. Thus the state vector of the system 

may be expanded in terms of this set as

|Y(»> - £ |K(,)> Cl'

Sudden approximation theory, with the above assumption of a 

prepared initial state then leads to the following equation for 

the state of the system in terms of the base states and 1“^ :

In terms of the observer’s base states 11/ and |j[^ ,

|Y(t> = fliXe'^ +
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If one now constructs the first order correction to the 

probability current associated with the one-dimensional particle 

(see Appendix B) the following current is obtained:

hi
— GO5m n u (245)

Interpreting this probability current from a Schroedinger view

point, the first term, , is what is expected classically as 

the "average motion" of the particle. Hot-zever, the sudden pertur

bation causes a deviation from this average motion, a deviation 

which is oscillator in time, and which does not correspond to 

any classical motion. Schroedinger termed this oscillatory devia- 
p -

tion from the classical trajectory "Zitterbewegung"0 and explained 

its nature in the following way. A quantum particle at low velo

cities has associated vzith its wave packet a mean position which 

maps out the unifoxm motion trajectory associated with the particle 

when viewed classically. However, as the motion becomes relativis

tic, this mean trajectoiy deviates from the classical uniform recti

linear motion. This new mean trajectory is a superposition of the 

classical motion and an oscillator piece whose frequency of oscil

lation is, to the first approximation, . This behavior is

caused by an interaction between the positive and negative energy 

states associated with the particle.

^Bjorken and Drell, Relativistic Quantum Mechanics, (Me Graw- 
Hill Book Co., New York, 196^), p. 38.
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A model of this interaction between the states may be gained 

by exploiting the isomorphism between the molecule in an elec

tric field, and the relativistic particle in motion. For the case 

of the molecule, the flip-flop is induced by the interaction 

of the electric field and the dipole moment of the molecule. For 

the relativistic particle case, the flip-flop is induced by the 

sudden existence of a particle momentum. The Zitterbevregung 

disappears (has zero amplitude) when the particle is in a positive 

energy state.

Thus the phenomena of Zitterbewegung may be characterized as 

a coordinate manifestation of the existence in state space of a 

time-dependent probability amplitude which is a consequence of 

two facts: the particle is in motion with respect to the observer, 

and the particle is in an indefinite energy state.

A graphic illustration of the significance of the non-negli- 

gible transitions to the negative energy state is provided by the 

paradox of the localization of the electron, as originally proposed
9 

by Klein. The paradox concerns the attempt to localize a rela

tivistic particle to within a distance d . Klein attempted this 

localization by means of a potential barrier which rises appreciably 

within the distance d of localization. However, if this distance 

of localization becomes comparable to the Compton wavelength of the 

particle, , while the potential barrier changes by an amount

%. Klein, Zeitschrift fur Physik, 53:157. 1929•



E + ft)eC^ within this range for « ( E is the energy of

the impinging particles), unordinary results are achieved. Speci

fically, the exponential decay in the potential barrier wall changes 

to an oscillatory behavior, and a reflected current is produced 

which is greater than the incident current. These results are 

detrimental to a theory allowing for only positive energy solutions.

However, by the two-state analysis, this unordinary result is 

precisely what should happen. For <j » the associated Bohr

period is

'T=a/c~^.

During this period of time, the change in the Hamiltonian is

(2.4-5)

The gradient in energy is too severe to satisfy the adiabatic 

condition. Consequently transitions to the negative energy state 

become non-negligible, ’’anti-particles" are produced, and these 

manifest themselves as an addition to the original current.

Mow the identification of negative energy particles with the 

above mentioned positive energy ’'anti-particles" can easily be 

developed. The motivation for this identification lies in the 

seemingly paradoxical behavior which would be attributed to a 

negative energy particle by virtue of its relativistic features 
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in comparison to the "normal behavior" associated with positive 

definite energy non-relativistic particles, A way of reformula

ting the two-state development is sought which would allow the 

degree of freedom now associated with energy, to manifest itself 

in some other way. This desire is expressed quantitatively by 

asking the question, does there exist a positive energy state 

which can be put into one-to-one correspondence with the negative 

energy eigenstate, and if so, what is its equation of motion? 

Cne way of answering this question is provided by the following 

development utilizing the representation of the two-state problem 

in terms of the base states 11> and .

Let represent the negative energy eigenstate for the

Hamiltonian, for the given value of momentum. Appendix A-2 provides 

the first order expansion of the |“in terms of the observer’s 

base states |1> and |lL> :

Ho me;

stateConsider the constructed form the negative energy eigen

state in the following operational manner:

l*>=

Ui" 1 OMCil

l*>5 K,l->

(247)
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Now I*/ is a positive definite energy state, since as p-^ O ,

. In Appendix C it is shovm that the equation

of notion for is

-e^+w^c2' (TteA)c I

(irteA)c -e^-MoC3,

which involves the original Hamiltonian vTith the substitution

For this reason the operation from which was gained from the 

negative energy eigenstate is termed the "charge conjugation opera

tion”. is termed the state "conjugate” to the negative

energy eigenstate , and it is the "anti-particle" state asso

ciated with the positive energy eigenstate . Thus formally 

one can equally well consider combinations of particle and anti

particle states, or positive and negative energy states. The degree 

of freedom which had originally been associated with energy now 

manifests itself as a degree of freedom in charge.

The above charge conjugation operation is not unique. A

to 1and |E> is

charge conjugate state is

of the base states 11> and | is

second possibility for the

and its expansion in terms

=1 °

W |1

Its Hamiltonian vjith respect 
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The interesting.point about this Hamiltonian is the -1 factor in 

the off-diagonal elements. This second charge conjugation opera

tion causes a shift in the arbitrary off-diagonal phase factor, 

, which had originally been set equal to +1. In Section 

it trill be seen that this second charge conjugation operation cor

responds to that charge conjugation operation associated with the 

Dirac theory in the original representation. The change in sign 

of the off-diagonal term is a manifestation of the flip in spin 

involved in the charge conjugation operation in Dirac’s theory. 

Cn the two-state level, however, the change in the phase effects 

in no way the measurable quantities like currents, and energy 

expectation values. Thus one can at best say that the change in 
the value of the phase factor 6^ represents an "internal degree 

of freedom" which for the systems treated by the two-state analysis, 

remains "hidden". This point t-ri.ll again be discussed in Section 

Once an insight into the physics associated with the relativ

istic quantum particle lias been gained, the above development may 

be recast into a more powerful mathematical form. A representation 

for the Lorentz group in the state space may be developed, repre

sentations for the various dynamic variable operators can be 

derived, the concept of "even" and "odd" operators can be intro

duced, and a form of the Foldy-lfouthuysen problem can be considered. 

These developments, however, vri.ll be defered until the results of 

the correspondence to Dirac’s theory are available from Section
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At present, it is enough to realize that the tno-state analysis 

has provided a simple means of illustrating the conditions under 

which an object will maintain or change its energy status, has 

characterized the phenomena of Zitterbewegung, and has provided a 

general insight into the features of the relativistic particle of 

definite and indefinite energy.
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3. CURVATURE CF THE STATE IVirJIFCLD

The relativistic two-state Hamiltonian (2.20) may be combined 

vrith the De Broglie operator correspondence rule,_____

-n> =

to yield a set of field equations for the amplitudes and Vj, , 
where Vf and are taken as an equivalent notation for Ci and 

Ca • By direct substitution of (3*1) into the two-state equation.

(7r-eA)c (Va

\,VJ (3.2)

it may be shoi-m (see Appendix D) that each amplitude satisfies the

expression

l_L-_ L- 
dt d% d%

taken to be zero, equation (3-3) reduces to a form comparable to 

the Feynman, Gell-Mann propagation equation,as x-zill be shovm 

in the next section. However, if the commutator is not set identi

cally equal to zero, but rather used to determine a constraint

\ IvA
13If the partial derivative commutator

"IOft. Feynman and M. Gell-Mann, Physical Review, 109:193 
January 1958.
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relationship, the above equation provides an interesting interpre

tation of the interaction between the particle and the electro

magnetic field in terms of a geometric structure of a state space 

set into correspondence vjith. and

Specifically, it is noted from equation (3*3) that the state 

amplitudes Vi and satisfy the Klein Gordon equation, 

subject to the constraint that

(L.L _ d-LAbA - fe) (3-5)
Xdtdx a%3?J(Y2/ \ dx 3tJvK,/, k

Geometrically speaking, the non-vanishing of such a commutator 

may be interpreted as suggesting that a two-dimensional surface, 

when viewed as imbedded in a higher dimensional space, has certain 

characteristics, generally termed a "structure11, which can be 

described in terms of its curvature, torsion, and other qualities. 

This may be seen in the following way.

Assume that the tvro-dimensional surface related to the state 

amplitudes, presently unspecified, is in actuality imbedded in a 

higher dimensional space. The coordinate variables 'X- and t 

are assumed to be intrinsic to this surface, that is, they identify 

points uniquely on this .surface, but not in the imbedding space 

outside the surface. Since the surface is imbedded in the space. 
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a field of vectors defined on the surface nay be characterized as 

having components which lie in the surface (intrinsic components), 

and components which are orthogonal to the surface (extrinsic 

components). Although the ejctrinsic components of such a vector 

field are not immediately knovm to the observer confined to the 

surface, the change in this "normal component" of the vector field 

as the observer moves from one point to another on the surface may 

possess a component which lies in the surface. This tangent com

ponent of the derivative of the "normal" (unobserved) vector field 

manifests itself to the surface observer by a non-commutation of 

differential displacements. This the observer can relate to the 

apparent shape or "structure" of the surface in the imbedding space.

The constraint relation (3.5) suggests explicitly how this 

"structure" vri.ll manifest itself, in that the commutator is related 

to a physical entity, the electromagnetic force on a charge C . 

Thus the observation of an electromagnetic force on the one-dimen

sional particle can be interpreted as requiring the assignment of 

a structure to this two-dimensional surface related to the state 

amplitudes, which vre vri.ll call the "state manifold". This inter

pretation is quite analogous to the general relativistic situation 

where the existence of a gravitational force is interpreted by 

assigning a structure to the three-dimensional coordinate hyper

surface at an instant in time.

From an analytical viewpoint, the commutator in partial 

derivatives has the significance of defining the components of 
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a curvature tensor associated with the surface. 2!on-zero components 

of the curvature tensor implies that the state manifold may not be 

flat; it may or may not have curvature.

From the general relations governing the geometric character 

of a curved manifold (Appendix E), the curvature tensor and the 

contracted curvature tensor of the state manifold may be determined. 

Assume an origin and a coordinate system on the state manifold. Con

sider as a position vector to any point on the state manifold,
and regard V, as (o) * 3x = ai , and , as X ,

that is, covariant base vectors in the space tangent to the manifold 

at the point F (nt) .

The components of the curvature tensor follow immediately 

from (3.5) by the relations

5 (5.5)

fe h," (3.6)

They are:

I' -ls. , -|1
LJia - n \ dX Tt) LI2I

(3.7)
I1 = -ij? - -P .

I dx) uzil

All other components are zero.

In Einstein's general relativity theory, the components of the 

Riemann tensor are said to account for the acceleration induced by 



the gravitational field.Cn the state manifold considered above, 

the components of the curvature tensor account for the accelera

tions induced by the electromagnetic field. The components of the 

curvature tensor (3.7) are directly proportional to the field 

strength, which classically is the acceleration producing field on 

a charged particle. Such a result suggests that a study of the 

structure of the state manifold may yield a better understanding 

of the electromagnetic field.

A significant deviation from the gravitational theory is 

exhibited by the fact that the contracted curvature tensor for 

the manifold is antisymmetric,

Several points become clear from the above results. First, the 

motion of the particle is not that associated with a "flat space", 

since LyttV O for some components. Also, the anti-symmetiy of 

the contracted curvature tensor indicates that the geometry of- 

the state manifold in non-Riemannian. Of particular interest is 

the fact that the form of the contracted curvature tensor is exactly 

that proposed by Weyl for describing in a differential geometry for

mat, the motion of a charged particle in an electromagnetic field, 

as will now be developed.

^Adler, Introduction to General Relativity, (Me Graw-Hill 
Book Co., New York, 196^-), p. 186.
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Geometrically, the extension of the Riemann geometry initiated 

by Weyl is the following. The basic relations for the general 

connection and the curvature tensor are as given in Appendix E.

If the connection is separated into symmetirc and anti-symmetric 

parts

14 = (5.9)

the curvature tensor may also be separated as follows:

l;ki = Bjy <• n;,, (3,ic)

where

Bix, = rjiri, - r;K r;i (m)

-^x! - + nil - 2^ nkti (3.12)

the slash indicating a covariant derivative. For the present study, 

consider the connection to be symmetric:

hj, = o (1/3)

Examination of the contracted curvature tensor reveals that it 

may be separated into symmetric and anti-symmetric parts:

12“L. P. Eisenhart, Non-Riemannian Geometrs7, (Volume VIII of 
the American Mathematical Society; Colloquium Publications; American 
Mathematical Society, New York, 192?), PP. 8-10.
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where

t>;, = + ^) - S * d ' rAr‘; ft,5)

If the symmetric connection is expressed in terras of the ordinary

Riemann connection, the Christoffel connection, as

Pa ’ (3.17)

then from the properties of the Christoffel connection it may be 

shown^ that

Likewise if Klj is the ordinary contracted Riemann tensor, the

Ricci tensor, the symmetric part of the contracted cuiwature tensor is

bjK * Rjk+^ (5JiK+aKij)-^Kii+aljiahk'a-Ka}, (3.13

13Eisenhart, Loc. Cit,
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The important thing to note here is that the deviation of the 

contracted curvature tensor from the ordinary Ricci tensor, both 

in the additional symmetric parts and the entirely additional anti- 

symmetric components, is dependent upon the extension of the syra- 

metric connection beyond the usual Christoffel part. Thus, the 

fact that (3.8) is anti-symmetric indicates that the geometry of 

the state manifold is not strictly Riemannian, and the connection 

associated trith the manifold, though symmetric, is not strictly 

the Christoffel connection.

The general analytical features of h’eyl’s theory are now 

summarized.^ The general relativistic connection of gravity 

(physics) to geometry involves the assignment of a manifold in a 

space somehow to the physical system studied, and the characteriz

ing of the qualities of the manifold in terras of a metric, 

and a connection derivable from the metric, the Christoffel connec

tion. This derivation involves the requirement of the conservation 

of the length or "norm11 of a vector as it is "parallel displaced" 

from one point to another on the surface. Weyl relaxed this require

ment and allowed the norm of the vector to vary as it was displaced 

infinitesimally from a given point. This variation was chosen to 

be proportional to the norm of the vector at the given point, and

1 h-
Jkdler, Op. Git., pp. ^Ol-lO,

9 9 ’
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the differential vector of the displacenent: 

where is to be tenned the "gauge vector". By so doing, the 

connection for the manifold vias generalized beyond the Christoffel 

connection:

Ck ‘ (3.21)

If one constructs the cui*vature tensor from this symmetric connec

tion, and contracts it as shoxm, one finds the following: 

tKl
n d'X1* d??/ 6.Z2)

where f) is the number of dimensions.

The analytical structure is now given a physical interpre

tation. The basic idea is that "forces" acting on a physical 

system can be interpreted by assigning a "structure" to the geo

metry of.a manifold which somehow has been put into correspondence 

with the physical system. For Weyl, the structure of the manifold, 

and thereby the physics of the system, is determined when, not only 

the metric associated ivith the manifold, but also the gauge vector

is determined. Further, equations involving vdiich are 

identical in form to the equations describing the electromagnetic 
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field can be derived. Thus by analogy, VJeyl suggests that the 

geonetric manifestation of an interaction of a physical system 

with an electromagnetic field is a "shortening of nonns of vectors", 

or a "change in scale" at different points on the manifold.

We now connect what has been-summarized here, and the state 

manifold characterized previously. It is noticed that the contrac

ted curvature tensor (3.8) is anti-symmetric. Thus if one relates 

(3.22) with the anti-symmetric part of the contracted curvature 

tensor given by (3.1^) and (3.16), and sets the symmetric part of 

(3.1^) equal to zero, one finds:

Bjk = Bk = ‘ kW- 5^) °23)

where h = 2 « since the state manifold is two-dimensional.

The comparison of (3.23) and (3.8) immediately indicates that 

the geometry of the state manifold can be characterized as a Weyl 

geometry, and that the gauge vector is indeed exactly that 

of the electromagnetic potential. Thus we may characterize the 

"physics" of the state manifold as follovjs. Its curvature tensor 

has no symmetric part, indicating that the manifold may be thought 

of as "gravitationally flat". However, there are other effects, 

manifesting themselves as "changes in scale" as one moves from 

point to point on the manifold. These changes in scale may be 

identified v/ith the existence of an electromagnetic field inter

acting with the physical system.
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Thus, permitting the differential cummutator to determine a 

constraint on the state manifold.has allowed the Weyl theory "to 

enter by the back door", in the sense that such a constraint deter

mines a structure for the manifold which is directly attributable 

to the electromagnetic field in. a way proposed by Weyl,

Cnee again the basic simplicity and clarity inherent in the 

two-state analysis of the one-dimensional relativistic particle 

has allowed the development and understanding of an intriguing 

and fruitful area of physics in terms of two-dimensional geometry. 

Such an insight is usually impeded by the presence of a more complex 

form, more degrees of freedom, and more dimensions.



h-. THE REI/kTICN OF T/JO-STATE TO THE DIPAC FORMALISM

The correspondence of the proceeding analysis to the Dirac 

formalism is quite direct. . If the Dirac equation is formulated 

for the special case of notion in one spatial dimension, the 

Hamiltonian display, with respect to those base states for which 

the operators and are displayed as

is

H, -

A - (-H)

601 mecx 
o 

(ir-etOgG 
o

o

o 
Air-eAltC

I

(ir-eft)tG °
o -(ir-efOfcG <-

e^-w.c1 o
0 e0-m.Gx *-

(4.$

If the Hamiltonian is reduced by excluding the second and fourth 

rows and columns, as indicated by the arrows, the result is the 

Hamiltonian (2,20):

(7r-eA)xc
(ir-ee)8c. eN-m,c*-,

The mathematical basis for this reduction is provided by the use 

of the projection operation. The two-state forms may be considered 

as a ’’projection" of the Dirac forms. In addition, associated with 

a given set of projection operators is a "symmetry property", a 

property in terms of which the system may be characterized, and 



for which there exists a distinct set of values. A set of projec

tion operators allows the "classification” of a system in terms of 

its associated symmetry. Thus the problem that will now be consi

dered is to determine a representation for the projection operator 

which gives rise to the above two-state form for the Hamiltonian, 

and. subsequently to interpret physically its associated symmetry.

Consider the operator represented as

I o o o 
o o o 
O O I o 
OOO-I

It has the property that therefore it is a reflexive

operator. Since it is reflexive, it may be shoi-m by theorem that two 

projection operators may be constructed from the operator:

As)

Ad

If one operates on (^«2) with the projection operators Gp.5) and

(4.6), the results are

0 (ir-eR)xc. o 
o 
o 
o

H
o 

o

0 
0 
o

o 
ess-tfleG1* 

o

and
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The Hamiltonian (^.3) can be directly identified with (^-.7), and 

the Hamiltonian (^.8) may be identified with (2.50) in Section 2.

The physical interpretation of the symmetry property associated 

with the projection operator set and 1H. is best seen by exam- 

ining the energy eigenfunctions for the free particle vri-th momentum 

in the Z-direction, in the h--dimensional representation. These are 

conveniently given by Messiah,classified in terms of their energy 

and spin character, and here displayed in Table II. Again, projec

tion of the wave functions by |p+ gives rise to the two, two-state 

eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian, represented with respect to the 

observer’s base states |l> and |I[^ . The non-zero reduced 

eigenfunctions are

Ci
Iti.k> |v,> E ♦ m6c

Etm.C

From the spin-energy classification of the four-dimensional 

picture, ■ describes an object of positive energy, whereas 

describes a negative energy object. Moreover, the spin 1^3/ describes a negative energy object. Moreover, the spin 

associated with and is, in both cases, -j-, indicating

that a degree of freedom has been removed in the two-state analysis. 

If the ^-dimensional wave functions are projected by the operator

IP. , the result is a prepared spin state -7. The results in

15Messiah, Op. Cit., p. 92^



TABLE II

The Enei^y Eigenfunctions for the 
Spin f Free Particle of Mor.ienttwi (0,0,p)

Energy +3P

1 
w2

-EP
Spin +i" jl

"^2
i

-2

1 0 . PC 
Ep+ m.c1- o

Y 0 1 0 __£L- 
Ep-nn.C

pc.. . .
Ep+m.c1, 0 1 0

0 "PG 0 1

Y X X X



either case are isomorphic. Thus the above investigation indicates 

that all features of the two-state analysis may be carried over to 

the full Dirac formalism, as characteristics attributable to parti- 

cles in one-dimensional motion, and in a prepared spin state.

That spin is a constant of the motion can also be seen direct

ly from the relation between the tvzo-state and Dirac theory. Using 

the Dirac theory, Mendlowitz^ has show that for a particle with 

its spin and velocity vectors parallel to the electric field, the 

spin configuration is a constant of the motion. The restriction 

to one spatial dimension, inherent in the structure of the two- 

state theory, makes this spin-velocity-field configuration the only 

one admissible to two-state description.

One further point is mentioned in this context. The projec

tion of .the Dirac Hamiltonian along the --g- line of spin gives rise 

to the Hamiltonian (^-.8), which is identical to the original two- 

state Hamiltonian, except for the -1 factors on the off-diagonal. 

In Section 2 it was mentioned that such an off-diagonal factor was 

due to the specification of the phase factor in the Hamiltonian 

Thus there is a relationship between the specification of the phase 

factor and the spin state of the system. In particular, under the 

second charge conjugation operation, the change in the phase factor 

would indicate a flip in spin. This is in keeping x-zith the Dirac

^A-Iendlowitz, American Journal of Physics, 26:19, 1958. 
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theory, for which charge conjugation involves spin flip. The first 

conjugation operation is the one associated with the Dirac theory

17 in the Majorana representation. The two representations are 

identical for the case of one-dimensional motion.

Also, as a consequence of the direct link between the two-state 

analysis and the Dirac formalism, one would expect correspondences 

in two-state theory for the operators and transformations included 

in the full Dirac theory. This is indeed the case. Specifically, 

the diagonalization of the free or weakly coupled particle Hamiltonian, 
"I o

developed by Foldy and V.Touthuysen, has a counterpart in two-state.

It is identical to the Foldy and Wouthuysen transformation matrix, 

projected by the operator . The conditions for such diagonali

zation, specified by Foldy and Wouthuysen, are equivalent to the 

adiabatic condition of Section 2, The two-state analogues of the 

various "dynamic variable" operators in the original and in the 

Foldy-Wouthuysen representation may also be easily developed. Finally, 

the representation of the Lorentz group in the two-dimensional state 

space is identical to the representation in Dirac theory, again 

projected by IP#. .
The developments of Section 3 may also be generalized. If the 

space-time commutator in the propagation equation (3.3) is set to 

zero, the resulting equation is

^Davydov, Op. Git., p. 261.

^Foldy and Wouthuysen, Physical Review, 78:29, April 1950.



If one defines the ^--dimensional field intensity tensor

mci

where

Ak8 /412)

then the interaction term in equation (^.10) may be written as

O I
J 0

Now if one defines a set of ^-dimensional matrices

A *
F IT o *°4 °1 (4J4)

and a set of operators

= (4.15)



then

* o o *\ d 
o o o \
-i o o o 
o i o o. has)

Projection by the operator II * gives rise to a reduced operator

(r) O
-I (4-.1Z)

Thus (^.13) may be i-rritten as

e. r (VA
ii <34 (ViJ H33)

and consequently, the ^-dimensional generalization of (^.10) is

(-1.19)

This result corresponds to the second order propagation equation

19 suggested by Feynman and Gell-Mann for describing beta decay."

Of greater interest, however, is the generalization of the 

alternative procedure of Section 3. in which the spin-field inter

action is described in terms of a structured state manifold. The 

^■-dimensional constraints define a curvature tensor associated with 

a ^-dimensional state manifold, and the VZeyl characteristics of

Feynman and Gell-Mann, Co. Git., p. 193• 



the two-dimensional surface associated with the spin-electric field 

interaction would be carried over directly. Further, the spin- 

magnetic field interaction would have a description in terms of 

the curvature of the ^-dimensional state manifold. Indeed, by 

carrying out the same development -in ^-dimensions that was done 

in 2-dimensions, it is found that the constraint relationships 

which follow require that the contracted curvature tensor for the

4- dimensional state manifold be proportional to the field intensity 

tensor, . This result is quite similar to the conclusions
20 21dravm by Flint, and Haskey, in a modification of Kaluga’s theory 

in which the 4-dimensional trajectory of a charged particle moving 

in an electromagnetic field is related to the null geodesics in a

5- dimensional "structured  space. They found that in order to make 

this correspondence, it was necessary to assume that the contracted 

curvature tensor of the 5-dimensional space was proportional to the 

field intensity tensor . Further, they suggested that the 

Klein Gordon equation would be the wave equation associated with 

the null geodesics in the 5-dimensional space, analogous to the 

D’alembertian wave equation’s association with the null geodesics 

in four dimensional space-time.

*11

20Ii, Flint, Proceedings of 
131:170, 1931.

Magazine, 27:221, 1939

the Royal Society, London, Series A

21H. Haskey, Philosophical
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Tt'TO points of difference between Flint’s work and what is 

described in this paper are worth noting, '..liereas Flint postulated 

the structure of the 5-diraensional space so as to be able to make 

the correspondence described above, the structure of the state 

manifold was not postulated, but rather was displayed explicitly 

in the formalism. Secondly, whereas the role played by the state 

vector in Flint’s theory is vague, the state vector in the preceding 

work defines the state manifold, as seen in Section 3. The exact 

relationship between this extension of the two-state theory and the 

five dimensional theories describing a charged particle’s motion 

requires further study.

A consequence of this reasoning is the possible correspondence 

between the description of particles of fixed spin, and those of 

spin zero. The parallels in the description of the two types of 

systems are well knoim.^'^"^ Though the descriptions are parallel, 

attempts to unify the two types of systems under one theory have 

not been, completely successful. The developments in this paper 

suggest another approach to the problem. Spin zero particles are 

governed by a Klein Gordon equation. In Section 3» it- was found 

that fixed spin particles could satisfy a Klein Gordon equation, 

subject to a constraint, which could be interpreted from a differen

tial geometric point of viex-r. Thus one can regard spin zero 

^^Feshbach and Villars, Reviews of I-'odem Physics, 30:25, 1958. 

Case, Physical Review, 95J1323, 195^•
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particles as described in terms of a state manifold which is 

geometrically "flat", and particles of spin other than zero as 

described in terms of a state manifold which is "structured", 

rather than flat." The degree of structure is dependent upon the 

spin quality of the particle and the field present, as seen in 

Sections 3 and

In conclusion, the investigation of the one-dimcnsional par

ticle in terms of a two-state analysis has lead to an elegent intro

duction into the basic features of Relativistic Quantum Mechanics. 

Further, the direct nature of the generalization of the two-state 

description to Dirac theory has provided a good insight into the 

relation between the physics of the relativistic quantum particle 

and the mathematical formalism used to describe it. Finally, the 

simplicity of the two-state formalism allows connections to other 

modes of description, such as differential geometry, to be seen 

quite readily. By so doing, the two-state description provides 

a clear and versatile model, something which is necessary for gain

ing insight into phenomma, and germinating original thought.
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APPENDIX A

THE PERTURBATION AI'JALISIS OF THE
TU’IE DEPENDENT TrfO-STATE HAMILTONIAN

Part 1: The adiabatic perturbation analysis in terms of "instant
aneous eigenstates".

Let

IYW) = (^>. (2.24)

Placing this into the Schroedinger equation (2,21) and using (2.23):

IZt cje-ti'V6 ♦ £lA>C.E.etib»
K 1 ' t *

= Ei^aE,e-Hy» . 
k

Multiplying by

€ 10 m \//n|

and assuming

then

e^fe"E“)j0G= 0 .

It is now shown that the K-M term in the summation may be 

transformed away. First it is shown that
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is imaginary:

<^. I ^>=te ^i) k) * fek">

Thus

or is imaginary. Since it is imaginary,

represent the product as:

with a real function.

Notj consider the transfonmation

W> = \^)e^A,S)j9 

£k= £,*/? .

Substituting this into (A.l) one obtains

M2)

Now since
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and since is imaginary by an argument similiar to

the one above, it may be shovm that

Iarl •

Thus since • (A.2) reduces to

r /*• li_ 1^' \ = 6 ^(E*' E")d9

We now relate

(2,23) by the 

to the Hamiltonian. Multiply 

phase factor

then

IHM l^)= l/K>EK(tJ .
Differentiating with respect to time and multiplying by , taking 

into account the Hermitian property of the Hamiltonian results in

A' - (Ek- E„)

or



Thus

^Cm CK W 1^1$)
" ^tn

Now if the initial conditions are chosen such that

0,(0)= 10) C^o^o.O)
then to the first approximation:

jt E,-E2 e

If ET| and are slowly varying functions of time, and

treating as small,

E,-Et

Finally if is slowly varying over the period of

time involved,

c* ,2■Z7,

The condition of "smallness1' imposed here is the adiabatic condition;

(2.2?) is valid if



Part 2: The sudden approximation analysis of the free particle 
given a momentum ”suddenly”.

Problem: Consider a particle initially at rest •with respect to 

the observer and possessing a positive definite energy. At t-0 

let the particle be given a momentum p in a ”sudden”manner. 

Find the state vector describing the system.

Write

IHw - H - U>,
where

( O t <oVw - {v

and ||-| is the Hamiltonian for a particle at rest with repsect 

to the observer. For t <0 t the system is in a positive definite 

energy state, thus its state may be represented as

IVrt)> =
Now for t > o . SH(t) is the Hamiltonian associated with a 

particle possessing constant momentum p with respect to the 

observer. It has a complete set of energy eigenvectors, 

and . It is assumed that this set is complete for all

time. Thus the general state of the system may be represented 

in terms of these energy eigenvectors as:
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|W> = £ lK> C^Ck .
Ks*

If continuity of the state vector is demanded at

|W> = |I> = | +(p)> + \-(p)> C- .

Using the information in Appendix A, part 3, the expansion factors 

can be determined:

Co<+li>,
or

|W>={lOe tV2e -

In terms of the observer’s base states | anci | » Appendix A

part 3» implies that the state vector is represented as:

\V(t)> =
2 r / (pc.

pc, / —tE-tY)

+ I h> ( e e
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Part 3: The expansion of the energy eigenstates 
in terns of the observer’s base states

and
and )JI2

the eigenstate is expanded as

momentum p

and |1T^ ,

is the positive energy eigenstate associated with the

. With respect to the observer’s base states |l^

- li> Cxkp) -t \i>C^)

where Cj and Cj satisfy

for EVp) " •

This implies

r - r
Cj - E+mcz Ur y

arbitrary.

Thus I + (p)> may be represented as

|Hf)> = VWr(ll> + &IK> ) -

me2, pc I Ct 

pc -me2, . C’]i1

Likewise is the negative energy eigenstate for the momentum

p . With respect to |l> and jlT^ , it is expanded as

|-w> = \l>C^(p) + |ir> C^p) >
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for Ejp) = - V^+fmC1)1 = -E<P1 •

This implies

r' . r'
v-j * E-bmc1 )

represented as

arbitrary.

Thus may be

I , a . /c+me2-/1 r\ |-(p)/ = V 2E ( IV E+mc2- .

Conversely, the observer’s states |I^ and can be 

expressed in terms of and by regarding the

observer’s frame as moving with velocity with respect to

the particle’s frame. The substitution p-^-P in the above 

development then yields:
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Finally, the transformation between the eigenstates 

and , and fl? , and may be written as

|X> = S5|k>,
where

!«■>= |-w>}

|J>= ('!>- .

In terms of a matrix representation

<J\X> = <JlS5lL><LlK> .

From the above knowledge of the expansion factors of | +? and 

I-? in terms of |l? and , the matrix display is 

Sjkip)--<JUS1K>--V^

Since !+!?)> and are the energy eigenstates for the

momentum- p , and /and /Ji? are the eigenstates for the 

momentum zero with respect to the observer, SS is the transforma

tion on the state vectors induced by a Lorentz transformation of 

coordinates. Thus S"]i/ is the representation of the Lorentz 

Etmc,x

1

group in the state vector space for the observer.
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APPENDIX B

THE TWO-STATE PROBABILITY CURRENT

Part 1: The development of a two-state probability current.

Given

mcz pc

.pc

make the operator correspondence

p-» £.<- 
r t az.

and the corresponding transformation on the expansion factors:

Then

mcx

. i, d*-

Taking the Hermitian conjugate of both sides of this equation:

and promultiplying by

, and subtracting the former from the latter

Post multiplying (B.5) hy

r«,*
leads to the following equation:
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If this is interpreted as a one-dimensional continuity equation, 

then a probability current may be defined as

If the current is interpreted in terms of the classical analogue

then the matrix

may be regarded as representing the velocity operator.
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Part 2; The two-state current for the free particle set into 
motion "suddenly11.

Consider a free particle initially at rest with respect 

to the observer and possessing a positive definite energy, . 

and which is given a constant momentum p at t = O in a 

"sudden" manner so as to violate the adiabatic condition. Its 

state vector may be represented in terms of the observer’s base 

states |l> and |1I^ as shown in Appendix A-2:

< / I pc V1 -t Uwde. * /

„c / -iEft -tE.tf 
+ I III.

Thus the probability current associated with the particle by 

the observer is

g •
Jz = C

For convenience of interpretation, consider the case where

pC << » 50 that the approximation can

be made. Then up to first order terms in p C , the probability 

current with respect to the observer is

Jz= c [^(1-ic^t)] =

where again, £+~ E , and 5 ”
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APPEItoIX C

THE DEVELOPI'IEMT OF THE CHARGE CONJUGATE 
STATE AND ITS EQUATION OF MOTION

Let

- |i>

Then the expansion factors for satisfy the equation

+mcz

(ir-efl)c

consider the operator correspondence

I <52

and the induced transformation

Then the equation (C.2) becomes

The complex conjugate of the last equation is;
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-(e^-tmc1) (^+e/l)c
(C.6)

Now define the state | v/ constructed from the negative energy 

eigenstate in the following manner;

l*> = IKI->

/6|_ io i)/c/l 
y' 11 o/|ci7

Then equation (C.o) may be written as

(^h^eAk
Multiplying by the inverse matrix, and inverting the operator

correspondence,

I (irtefilc

(ir+eA)c

Thus the equation of motion for 1^? with respect to |l^ and

I IT? is

-e^+mc2, (ir+eA)c 

(ir+eAk
El?)
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Since E(p) - Et!p) in the notation, it is concluded that

is a positive energy eigenstate of its Hamiltonian, and 

that its Hamiltonian is related to the free particle Hamiltonian 

by the substitution . Thus 1*^ is interpreted as

representing a particle of positive energy and charge — .
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE KLEIN GORDON EQUATION

Re-write the state vector for the relativistic particle with 

respect to the states |I? and |ll^ , the states of definite energy 

Xtfhen the particle is at rest, as

Then the equation of motion for the state amplitudes becomes, using 

Hamiltonian (2,20) and the operator correspondence;

e0 - mcL

or

iti - eA)c Vi (0.3)

On =(^-j^-eA)cX -t(e0(D.4)

Taking symmetric and anti-symmetric combinations of and % : 

the following equations result, through the addition and subtraction 

of (D.3) and (Djl)

mc2IK=

hic’S = iH yS - e/lK - fcc jS + eAc K 
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From the last equations, the follovzing second order equations result:

rfR. (K ft. IK - K - 215. A, »K.

+is. L1S-SSllK—U-1- - L 1-1 IK 
hlTx 5T_r

^55-

"fit ;ax~57 5+c[jt^<'h7F_S

where
A^ = (A,v) x^k.tct).

Adding and subtracting (D.7) and (D.8), and using (D.5) yields

n2v - + I5-)2/!../) Y. - IB* v _ He a Mlu y> - [ h / Imti d%MT‘ n>Mdx^

a1^ - ^)X t (tM x-Nt

"fe ['lx - f c" P? 5x ~ 55 If X 

or more compactly.

□7'K)-[|2l£.l\/A|1A fl „ie4fia -2is.A„

C
' <L- sL. _ _ 25.1i (Yi\
. 5t <?X 2>Xdi\ -piCl <)£jj |^/

Now the Klein Gordon equation, in terms of the function is

< ” * T* v A» 
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Thus the amplitudes 1/ and Yx can satisfy a Klein-Gordon 

equation, if they are subjected to the constraints

dtdX

4
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APPENDIX E

R4.SIC DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY RELATIONS

Let the position of any point ? on a manifold be specified 

by a vector r x*X / relative to some origin, where % > M* 

are a set of pa.raineters whose number is such as to allow the unique 

specification of the point on the manifold. The number H is the 

dimension of the manifold.

Assuming F* €" C at ? , the set of vector functions
-» d
Ol-u” v= , span the n-dimensional space tangent

to the manifold at P . Since the vecotr functions are linearly 

independent, they form a basis in the tangent space.

The coefficients of connection at the point P on the manifold 

is given by the following relation:

It is noted that the definition of the coefficients of connection 

involve only components of the differentiation lying in the tangent 

space at the point r . The curvature tensor is defined

by the following equation:

d tLy e M.y _ | «



From it follows that

I Lyer* I ? | — I I **
^•VCTT- d'Xr* " ^'X1' L-vr l*Ver uvr .

The contracted curvature tensor is defined by

IUy q»^
1— yy*
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